2021 DETERMINATIONS

OSEP NATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CALL

JUNE 10, 2021
FY 2021 Grantee Satisfaction Survey

- **From:** CFI Group on behalf of the Department of Education
- **Subject:** Department of Education Grantee Satisfaction Survey 2021
- **Length:** 15-20 minutes
- **Due:** Friday, August 6, 2021
- **Purpose:** The survey will ask about your experience as a grant recipient of the IDEA Formula Grant Program and ask how we can improve our services. We use the results of this survey to assess where we are doing well as well as where we have room for improvement.
- **Contact:** Tara.Courchaine@ed.gov
Meeting purpose: OSEP will provide States with information regarding 2021 Determinations

I. State Systemic Improvement Plan (SSIP): What to Expect

II. Determinations: What to Expect

III. Determinations and COVID Impact

IV. Determinations, then what?

V. Questions
SSIP: What to Expect
Engagement with OSEP State Lead (August/September – January 2022)

- Results of OSEP review/analysis
- Updates on the status of the State’s work to implement the SSIP
- Feedback focused on concerns and areas for improvement
- Technical assistance specific to the FFY 2020 Measurement Table requirements
Technical Assistance and Guidance (August – January 2022)

► August National TA call
► Targeted support from OSEP-funded TA centers
► Updated tools and resources
Determinations: What to Expect
Notification of Determinations

Emails will be sent to Chief State School Officers and Lead Agency Directors to indicate that the EMAPS SPP/APR Tool is open and determination letters, and the supporting documents are available for States to access.
OSEP Response and Attachments

- OSEP Response/Required Actions
- RDA Matrix
  - Results Elements/Scoring
  - Compliance Elements/Scoring
  - Overall Results and Compliance Scores
  - RDA Percentage
  - State’s Determination
- Determination Letter
- Data Rubric
- How the Department Made Determinations
- Dispute Resolution Data (PDF)
Part C: ICC Forms

- Part C States will find OSEP Response language in the Introduction accepting the State’s ICC form.
- OSEP will not be posting ICC forms with the final DOC.
Determinations: COVID Impact

- The impact on data completeness, validity, and/or reliability for the indicator;

- An explanation of how COVID-19 specifically impacted the State’s or Entity’s ability to collect and verify the data for the indicator; and

- Any steps the State or Entity took to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on the data collection and verification.
Determinations, then what?

- Accessing the final SPP/APR documents
- OSEP State Lead Follow Up
QUESTIONS?